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Luxury train journeys through India

Dear Traveler,

This week, we want to share with you the unmatchable
experiences that are luxury train journeys through India.
One of our India specialists, Alison, has unveiled the many
diverse options for your next trip to the subcontinent.

Another luxury opportunity we are excited to unveil is
glamping, or glamour camping. Our specialists reveal their
top 5 glamping spots around the world.
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Audley travelers Frank and Linda Gibas recently returned
from a trip to Australia and New Zealand where they fulfilled
their dream of capturing stunning photographs of the varied
landscapes.

Finally, our specialists helped us round up 9 must-see
markets around the world , from Australia to Japan.

Best wishes,

Jacqui Lewis,
President & Managing Director, 
Audley Travel North America 

 
Request a brochure today.

 

       RIDE THE RAILS IN INDIA

  

Exploring India by rail is a wonderful way to watch
the changing landscapes unfurl, relax during a
busy trip and cover long distances. Specialist
Alison talks you through the options available in
our video and travel guide.

 

 

       TOP 5 GLAMPING SPOTS
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Tented accommodation has come a long way in recent years and can now provide some of the most
comfortable and compelling ways to experience a destination. Our specialists reveal their top
recommended stays in the great outdoors.

       AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND ON CAMERA

  

Frank and Linda Gibas recently returned from a
trip to Australia and New Zealand with Audley.
They have shared with us wondrous photos of the
landscapes they walked (and paraglided) and the
wildlife they encountered.
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        9 MARKETS WORTH A VISIT

  

Few places in a foreign city will give you one-on-
one interaction with locals like a bustling market.
Our specialists have listed their top picks for
markets around the world that are not to be
missed on your next trip.

 

Ready to start planning your next trip?

Find out about our award winning service

 

About Us

We are specialists in tailor-made itineraries for
discerning travellers seeking authentic travel
experiences. Find out more on our website.
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